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TO THE READERS 

The points which I have tried to establish arc as 
follow:— 

hi this pamphlet, which is a result of my hard and 
long studies, I clearly proved, 
1. That I am more qualified than required by the law. 
2. And that I have a good character and a strong at

tachment to the United States. 
3. And that the Section 2169 Revised Statues of the 

United States has long been misconstrued and not 
properly digested by many Judges. 

4. And that the term "Free White Person docs not 
mean Any White Person". 

5. And that the Naturalization law of 1790 containing 
the words "Free White Person" was not based on 
any. race classifications. 

6. And that the legislators who enacted the said law 
did not know Blumenbusli race classification; 

7. And that the intention of the Congress was to zvel-
comc those -who do their best for the welfare of this 
country. 

8. And that the term "Free White Person" zvas not 
used to mean any Caucasian; 

9. And that the word "Free" zvas used to exclude 
slave as zvell as pauper, loafers and criminals; 

10. And that the word "White" zvas simply used to dis
tinguish black person from the others as circuit 
Judge Roger said "White" as used in legislation of 
slave period meant person without mixture of 
colored blood (Negro) 'whatever actual complexion 
might be. 

11. Hence any Japanese zvlio is zvell qualified, and has 
a good character and a strong attachment to the 
United States, and zvill do his best for the welfare 
of this country ought to be admitted under existing 
law being included zvithin the meaning of "Free 
White Person". 

—The Author. 
Honolulu, Hawaii, October, 1922. 





In re Takao Ozawa, 

NATURALIZATION OF A JAPANESE SUBJECT 
BRIEF 

After I studied the naturalization laws carefully, I realized that I was 
more qualified than required by the law, that is: 

h IRST. In the naturalization law of 1906, Sec, 4, Part 2, declares 
that if the petitioner has filed his declaration before the passage of this 
Act, he shall not be required to sign the petition in his own handwriting. 
As 1 filed my declaration about four (4) years prior to the passage of 
the Act. I am not required to sign my petition in my own handwriting. 
But I can sign my own name; moreover.. I can write a letter, or letters, 
or write stories in English. Hence I am more qualified than required 
by the law on this point. 

SECOND, Again: Section 8 declares that no alien shall hereafter 
be naturalized or admitted as a citizen of the United States who can not 
speak the English language; provided that the requirements of this sec
tion shall not apply to any alien who had, prior to the passage of this 
act, declared his intentions to become a citizen of the United States, in 
conformity with the law in force at the date of making such declaration. 

1 lius, by law, I am not required to speak the English language. But as 
I have attended American schools for nearly eleven years, I can speak 
the English language. Hence, I am more qualified than required by law 
on this point also. 

1 HIRD. And again: Section 4, Part 4 says, it shall be made to 
appear to the satisfaction of the court admitting any alien to citizenship 
that immediately preceeding the date of the application, he has resided 
continuously within the United States, five years at least, and within the 
State or Territory where such court is at that time held, one year at 
least. But I have been continuously in the United States for over 
twenty-eight (28) years, (from the end of July 1894 to the end of 
September 1922) and over sixteen years in this Territory of Hawaii, 
(from May 1906 to August 1922). Hence I have been in the United 
States nearly twenty-three years, and in this territory nearly fifteen years, 
more than the required term of residence. Thus I have been here a very 
much longer time than is required by law. 

1 

I  

By 
TAKAO OZAWA—PETITIONER 

1. I am more qualified than required by the law. 
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I have a good character and a strong attachment 
to the United States. 

AS  TO MY  CH ARACT ER.  I neither drink liquor of any kind 
nor olav cards nor gamble nor associate with any improper 

^T^SS^and my industriousness are well known among 
American ****** friendsr and I am always • 

mine my tea. to conduct myself according to the Golden Rule. So 
"S Ltdde.ee in myself that as far « my character ,s concerned. 

1  ' ^ STO^M Y ATTACHMEN T TO THE UNI TED e t a  IE S .  tn 
name General Benedict Arnold was an American, but at heart he was 
a Traitor In name I am not an American, but at heart 1 am a true 
American. I set forth the following facts that will sufficiently prove 
this- (1) I did not report my name, my marriage, or the names o my 
children to the Japanese Consulate in Honolulu; notwithstanding a 
Japanese subjects are requested to do so. These matters were reported 
to the American Government. (2) I do not have any connection with 
any Japanese churches or schools, or any Japanese organizations here or, 
elsewhere. (3) I am sending my children to an American Church and 
American School in place of a Japanese one. (4) Most of the tune 
use the American (English) language at home, so that my children can 
not speak the Japanese language. (5) I educated myselt ,n American 
Schools for nearly eleven years by supporting myself. (6) I have lived 
continuously within the United States for over twenty-eight years. (7) 
I chose as my wife, one educated in American Schools here, instead of 
one educated in Japan. (8) I have steadily prepared to return the 
kindness which our Uncle Sam has extended me; that is, the L mtec 
States gave me a good, free education for nearly eleven years. It is t us 
education which enables me to support my family ; so it is my honest 
hope to do something good to the United States before I bid a farewell 
to this world. ... 

All the above stated facts are absolutely true; and they will suffici
ently prove that I have a strong attachment to the Lnited States. 

Besides all these facts, when I found the true meaning of the term 
"Free White Person" while reading the Congressional record of 1790 
and also the Articles of Confederation. 1 keenly felt as though 1 found 
the "KEY" to disclose the true intents of the Congress which enacted 
the first naturalization law of 1790; in which the term tree White 
Person" was first used. (ref. Naturalizations in the U. S. By Franklin 
1906). Thus I am more qualified than required and I have good char-



acter, and strong attachment to the United States, and I have also found 
the key to disclose the true intents of Congress. 

3. Section 2169 Revised Statutes of the United 
States has been misconstrued and not properly 
digested by many Judges. 

WITH REGARD TO LEGAL REQUIREMENTS. (1) I am not 
demanding. (2). I am humbly asking for admission and recognition 
as a citizen, for ever since I received the declaration of intention papers, 
for over twenty years, faithfully attaching to my oath, I was always 
trying my best in qualifying myself to become a good and useful citizen 
of the United States. (3) Section 2169, Revissed Statutes of the L nited 
States says, the provision of this title shall apply to aliens being free 
white persons, and to African Nativity, and to persons of African des
cent. Section 2169, Revised statutes of the United States has been 
misconstrued and not properly digested in the following cases: 

62 Fed. 126 
163 Fed. 922 
174 Fed. 834 
178 Fed. 245 
213 Fed. 355 

6 Fed. 256 
Fed. Cases 104 

71 Fed. 374 
171 Fed. 299 

3 Wash. 234 
171 Fed. 294 

Any law enacted by Congress is a written statement, in which true 
intents of the majority of legislators present are expressed, in a con
densed form. So every word in the law must be considered; and the 
best way to find the true intents of Congress, is to read the Congres
sional record in which the opinion of the legislators are expressed. But 
hardly any judge tried to find out zvhy and in what sense the limiting 
word "Free" was used before the words ' white person : and liaidly any 
judge read the Congressional record of 1790. It zvas the Congress of 
1790, Lho enacted the first naturalization law, in which the term "free 
'white person" was first used.. Therefore in order to-find the true mean
ing of the term "Free White Person" and also the true intent of Con
gress, we must read the Congressional Record of 1790. But scarcely any 
Judges have read or have studied the said record, so that whenever they 
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arc confronted by aliens wishing to be admitted, they always make many 
guesses. It is upon these guesses that they build their final decisions, 
dressed up nicely with Blumenbach s or others race classifications. 

It is an undeniable fact that 3x3 is alu'ays equal to nine. livery 
judge will agree to this. But in construing the naturalization law they 
disagreed with each other. Some admitted Syrians on the ground that 
they are one class of the Caucasian Race; but others refused them on 
the ground that they are not European. The difference of their opinions 
is largely due to the fact that they did not read the Congressional record 
of 1790 ill which the meaning of the term "free white person" and also 
the intents of the Congress can easily be found. Some Judges declared 
that the term "Free White Person" was used to mean Caucasion Race, 
according to Blumenbach's classification. 

Ref. 178 Fed. 245—Bessho vs. U. S. 
62 Fed. 126—In re Saito. 

179 Fed. 1002—In re Ellies. 
Some declared that it was used to mean European. 

Ref. 213 Fed. 315—In re Dow. 
Most of them construed the term "Free White Person" as any "White 
Person", notwithstanding each term has entirely different meanings. 
The former indicates a good quality of a person, and the latter designates 
the color of a person, but not quality, as shown in the following cases: 

Ref. 62 Fed. 126—In re Saito. 
Fed. case 104—In re Ah Yup. 
198 Fed. 715—In re Young. 
231 Fed. 356—'In re Dow. 

4. The term Free White Person does not mean Any 
White Person. 

Hardly any judge paid attention to the limiting word "Free" notwith
standing a limiting word must always have more consideration than the 
one limited, that is we must pay more attention to the term "Free'' than 
to White Person . Since they did not pay much co)isidcration upon 
the term Free they could not find the true meaning of the expression 

I-rec II kite Person , for if we carefully study the term "Free White 
1 erson . we will find a great deal of difference between two expressions 

Free \\ hite Person and "White Person". For the sake of clearness, 
1 will use an illustration. Whenever we speak of white eggs, we mean 
the eggs having white shells. Hence the term "white" does not indicate 
any quality of eggs. It only designates the color of eggs. On the 
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other hand, when we speak of "fresh white eggs" we mean newly laid 
eggs. A white eggs may or may not be fresh. But a fresh white egg 
must always be fresh, that is, of good quality. Hence the term "fresh 
whit eeggs" indicate the good quality of eggs. Similarly, in the expres
sion, "White Persons" the word "white" designates the color of the 
person, but not quality. " On the other hand, the term "Free" indicates' 
the good quality of the person. A word designating any color and that 
indicating quality are not same. Thus the expression "Free White 
Person" does not mean any "white person". Hence the term "Free 
iVhite Person" and "zvhitc person" ought not to be construed as same. 
Then what is the true meaning of the term "Free White Person"? 

5. The intention of the Congress which enacted the 
First Naturalization law of 1790 containing the 
words Free White Person was to welcome those 
who do their best for the welfare of the United 
States. 

If it was true intent of Congress to exclude all races except white 
persons, a limiting word "only" should be used in place of "free", that 
is instead of "Free White Person", it should be "Only white person". 
Again, if the expression "Free White Person" meant to exclude all races 
except Caucasians there is no necessity of making any special law pro
hibiting particular nationalities from naturalisation. Yet in 1882, Con
gress made a special law against the Chinese. This will prove that the 
expression "Free White Person" was not used to exclude any race at all. 
And again at the time the words "To aliens of African Nativity and to 
person of African descent" was added to the law in 1870, why did not 
Congress strike out the word "Free" from the law ? For that time the 
slavery in America as well as in Europe was already prohibited. So 
the term "Free" was no longer needed in the law. Yet, ever, since the 
first naturalization law was made in 1790, the term "Free White Person" 
have never been changed until today, notwithstanding the black race 
was already admitted, and Chinese prohibited. The reason why the 
Congress did not strike out the term "Free" from the law will prove that 
it was not used to exclude only slave black or white.. Hence it must have 
some other meaning. Let us, therefore, find out the true intent of the 
Congress which enacted the law, and also exact meaning of the expres
sion "Free White Person". 

The expression "Free White Person" in the naturalization law of 
today will also be found in the first naturalization law enacted in 1790. 
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Since that time on until now the same expression has always been used, 
notwithstanding the terms of residence and requirements have often been 
changed. Therefore in order to find the exact meaning of the words 
"Free White Person" and true intent of Congress, we must go back to 
the time the law was made in 1790. Any law enacted in Congress is 
a written statement in which intents of the majority of the legislatois 
present are expressed in a condensed form. So the best way to find 
out the true intent of Congress is to tcod what was said by the legislators 
in Congress, in regard to the naturalization law made in 1790. 

At the time the first law was made, all legislators paid considerable 
attention to the quality of the persons to be admitted, and also upon the 
term of residence, land-holding and office holding. But no one paid ant 
attention to the race classification. The following facts will prove it. 

The new law known as the act of 1790. provided for the naturaliza
tion of "Free White Person" after two years residence in the United 
States, upon application to any common law court of record in the state 
where they had resided for one year. They were to satisfy the court of 
their good characters and take an oath administered by the court of the 
United States 

The followings are what were said by the members of Congress: 
1. Seney (Va.) declared that the Congress could fix a long term of 

residence as preliminary to office-holding under the United States, but 
could neither lengthen nor shorten the term required by the state. Again 
asserted the Congress had nothing to do with prescribing the qualifica
tion for state office. 

2. Smith (S. C.) stood alone in asserting that the uniform rule of 
naturalization would make a uniform rule of citizenship for the whole 
continent and decide the right of foreigners generally. 

3. Tucker (S. C.) cited the Constitutional provision as to the voters 
as proof that the state and not Congress was to define the privilege under 
naturalization. 

Throughout the debate the principal right involved in citizenship 
regarded as land-holding and office-holding. Only occasionally did 
suffrage as an independent right receive notice. 

Apart from the constitutional question considered above, every point 
had to be considered with reference to its effect on immigration. The 
problem was to adjust the naturalization law so as to gain the maxium 
advantage from immigration with least harm or danger to Republican 
government and institution and to the other interest of the country. 

Page (\ a.) held that European policy does not apply here, and that 
more liberal system was permissible. It was incensistant with the claim 



of asylum to make hard term. These would exclude the good and not 
the bad. He would welcome ail kinds of immigrants. All would be 
good citizens. 

Lawrence (N. Y.) declared that they were seeking to encourage 
enmiigration. but that the term of residence in the bill would tend to 
restrain it. I he new comers ought to vote as soon as he was taxed. 
He was not likely to leave the country after taking oath that he intended 
to reside in the United States. Ail commers rich or poor would add the 
wealth or strength of the country. 1 he evil to result from restraining 
immigration was greater than the benefit from a term of residence. Con
duct could be restrained by law. 

Smith (S. C.| urged that the intention of the motion they were con
sidering was to permit land purchase and holding. 

C lymer (1 'a.) would admit to citizenship gradually, and suggested 
that it might be well to admit person to hold land without ever coming 
to the United States, as Pennsylvania had done. It would result in easy 
borrowing. 

On the other hand, the danger to be apprehended from foreign born 
citizens who might be lacking in character, in Knowledge of attachment 
to free institution or in a steadfast purpose to reside in the United States, 
or who might be Pauper or even Criminal were strongly urged by a 
majority of the speakers. 

Roger Sherman (Conn.) presumed that the intention of the Con
stitutional provision was to prevent states from forcing undesirable per
son upon other states. It was to guard against an improper mode of 
naturalization father than to provide easy term. Congress would not 
compel the state to receive emmigrant likely to be chargable. It would 
be necessary to add a clause to provide for such. 

Hartley (Pa.) opposed admission to all of the privilege of a citizen 
without a residence requirement. To have such requirement was the 
practice of almost every state. All modern experience had shown the 
propriety of a line between the citizen and alien. It would not be so bad 
if only land holding were involved, but voting was involved. Even if 
the foreigner was qualified to vote, there could be 110 hold on his attach
ment to the. government, and hence no assurance of a good citizen, with
out requiring a term of residence in which he might come to esteem the 
government. 

Madison believed it necessary to guard against abuse. They would 
induce the worthy of mankind to come, the object being to increase 
zvealth and strength of the country. Those 1who would weaken it were 
not wanted. If only an oath required, alien might evade the laws intend-
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ed to encourage the trade of citizens, and thus have in trade all advan
tage both of citizen and alien. It was a simple question that was before 
them whether residence was a proper quality. He had no doubt that 

it was. 
Jackson (Ga.) wanted the term citizen to be venerated. He favored 

a term of probation and testimonial at the end of it. And would have 
the grand jury or the district courts decide as to the character. 

Stone (Md.) would give property right after six months residence 
requiring an oath of allegiance and of intended residence. For voting 
and office holding he would require 7 years residence, following the 
example of the Constitution in this respect. An emmigrant desiring 
property and not political right. Before he was granted the latter, he 
must have time in which to know the government. 

Burke (S. C.) said that one year was too short a residence require
ment, and seven years were too long. The term ought to be two or 
three or four years. 

Sedgewick (Mass.) opposed admitting the out-cast of Europe. There 
was no necessity of peopling the United States thus. He favored guard
ed admission and term of probation. 

Bandinot (N. Y.) opposed the amendment. He would rather in
crease the term of residence to two years, and omit the office holding 
restriction. One member proposed to receive farmers, manufacturers, 
and mechanics on terms, but to exclude merchants, factors and criminals. 

Thus the foregoing discussion zvill sufficiently prove that the legis
lators paid much attention upon the quality of aliezis and the term of 
residence, land holding, and also office holding etc. But they paid no 
attention as to the race classification. 

Within but twelve years after the first naturalization law was made, 
it was changed four times. But not one time any race question was 
brought up. Every time the term of residence, person's quality, and 
attachment to the United States 'were mostly discussed. 

I will briefly state what was said in Congress each time the law was 
passed. 

Five years after the first law zvas made, Dexter (Mass.) introduced 
the debate in Committee of whole... He earnestly called the importance 
and necessity of amending the existing law. He described the present 
easy access to citizenship as dangerous and insufficient to prevent persons 
from being incorporated .with American people. Longer term zvas ab
solutely necessary in which to detect person lacking natural attachment 
for and prepossessed against the United States. 

1 he importance of the general subject was emphasized by declara-
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tion that America was the last and only asylum for vagabonds and fugi
tive, and that the establishment of uniform rules of naturalization was 
one of the grand object of the constitution. His motion to strike out 
the two-year residence requirement, leaving the blank to be filled later, 
was supported by forty-nine members. 

Tracy (Conn.) did not favor perpetual allegiance; nevertheless be 
thought it ill policy to admit a man back after he had expatriate himself, 
when he must have lost real attachment to any government. The bill 
passed rapidly through the Senate. There was debate on motion to in
sert in the first section, "That no aliens shall hereafter become a citizen 
of the United States or any of them, except in the manner prescribed 
by this act. "It was agreed, however, to insert the words "any of after 
"citizen of" in the clause that as amended read, that any alien, being 
a free white person, may be admitted to become a citizen of the T_ nitcd 
States, on the following condition etc. 

Again in 1798, when Federalists got a great power in Congress the 
law of 1795 was repealed and that of 1798 was substituted. By this 
law, term of residence became fourteen years instead of five years. 

The committee declared that by the act of 1795 aliens were permitted 
to become citizens of the United States xvlien there was not •sufficient 
evidence of their attachment to the laws and welfare of the country to 
entitle them to a privilege and that a longer residence before their ad
mission zvas essential. 

And again four years later in 1802 when Thomas Jefferson became 
the President fo the United States, he ordered the law of 1798 to be 
repealed and the law known as the Act of 1802 was made. Since this 
time on the term of residence (five years) has never been changed till 
present day. 

Jefferson's intention to repeal the Act of 1798 is expressed in his 
message at the opening of Congress in December 1801. The portion 
of which I will read now. 

Jefferson wrote "I can not omit rccomending a revisal of the laws on 
the subject of naturalization. Considering the ordinary chance of human 
life, a denial of citizenship under the residence of fourteen years is a 
denial to a great proportion of those who ask it. and controls a policy 
pursued from their first settlement by many of these states, and still be
lieved of consequence to their prosperity; and shall zve refuse to the 
unhappy fugitives from distress that hospitality which the savage of the 
ivildemess extended to our fathers arriving in this land? Shall oppress
ed humanity find no asylum on this globe? 

The constitution, indedd, has wisely provided that for admission to 

'tathbfe-
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certain office of important trust a residence shall be required sufficient 
to develop character and design. But might not the general character 
and capabilities of a citizen be safely communicated to every one mani
festing a "bona fide" purpose of enbarking his life and fortune per
manently with us, with restriction, perhaps, to guard against the fraudu
lent usurpation of our flag, an abuse which brings so'much embarrass
ment and loss on the genuine citizen and so much danger to the nation 
of being involved in war that no endeavor should be spared to detect 
and suppress it. 

The paragraph were referred to the Committee of whole house on 
the state of Union, which reported a resolution that the laws respecting 
naturalization ought to be revised and amended. 

The vote by which it passed was 59 to 27 at "House" and S-nate 
18 to 8. 

Considering carefully what lhomas Jefferson wrote in his message 
we can easily see that he never had any race prejudice; so of course he 
never had any intention to exclude any races when he signed his name 
on the bill. 

Thus, foregoing reports will sufficiently prove that the true intent 
of Congress was not to exclude any race, but to admit any person who 
shall always be faithful to and try his best for the welfare of the United 
States. 

6. The word "Free" was used to exclude slave as 
well as paupers, loafers and criminals. 

1 // so, why the words-Free White Person" are used instead of "Any 
poson in the law? The expression "any person' does not indicate 
any qua ity 0f a person. He may or may not be good. On the other 
land, considering carefully what were said in the Congress in 1790. 1795, 

.. . °n ' m 'eSard to the person to be naturalized that is, Congress 
not want any paupers, loafers, and criminals, we will find that the 

expression tree white person was used in the same sense as it was 
used in the "Articles of Confederation" which was enacted in 1778 and 

in 17Qn 5rCf.Unt'' tuo years before the first naturalization law was made 
§jL- , ' le Pr°VIS'on pf the Article of Confederation (in the fourth 

and f r r "free inhabitant" of each state (pauper, vagabond, 
h mm V 7 T JUStlCe excepted) sha,! be entitled to all privileges and 

crinfina 165 T T***" ^ S6Veral StateS' Here' Pa"Per- loaferS' 
i rtern "7re T ^ inhab^nts of free citiznes." Hence 

term free mhab.tant was used in the same sense as an independent, 
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industrious, good inhabitants, in opposition to pauper, and loafers and 
criminals respectively. But the fifth section of the ninth Article provides 
that the Congress should have the power to agree upon the number of 
land forces to be raised, and to make requisition from each state for its 
quota in proportion to the number of "white inhabitants" in each state 
which requisition should be binding. Here, the term "white inhabitants 
was used to include all classes of white persons, that is free inhabitants 
as well as paupers, loafers, etc. 

Since free inhabitants are one class of "white inhabitants" they can 
be called as "free white inhabitants". But the term inhabitants means 
a person who lives permanently in a place. So the words "free white 
inhabitants" can be construed as free white persons. Hence the term 
"Free inhabitants" can be construed as "free white persons". There
fore the expression "free white person" in the naturalization law was 
used in the same sense as "free inhabitants", or independent industrious, 
good person who will live permanently in the United States. Thus 
instead of the expression "any person" the zvords "free white person" 
are used to exclude improper persons and to welcome respectful persons 
zvho will live permanently and zvill do their best for the welfare of the 
United States. 

This, I believe, is the true interpretation of the term "Free white 
person" in the law. 

7. The word "White" was simply used to distin
guish black person from the others as Circuit 
Judge Roger said "White" as used in legislation 
of the slave period meant person without mix
ture of colored (Negro) whatever actual com
plexion might be. 

Hozvever some people may still zvant to know with what sense the 
term "white" zvas used in the lazv, so I have to explain it. 

In the Constitution of the United States, I never find a term "Ame
rican". In the Article 14th of the Amendment there is the provision 
that all person born or naturalized in the United States and subject to 
the jurisdiction thereof, are the citizen of the United States and of the 
state wherein they reside. But the Article never say that these citizen 
shall be called "Americans". Yet. the people of the Untied States as 
zvell as those of other countries, have always been calling the citizens of 
this country as "American" both in zvriting and speaking, notzvithstand-
ing Blumenbuch and Cuvier classHicd Americans as "red race" or sub-
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division of Mongolian Race respectively. 
What does this imply? This means the people of the United States 

as ivcli as those of other countries pay no attention to, or arc entirely 
disregarding any racial classification. 

For this reason, at the time the first law was made and also at the 
time it was changed a number of times, no race question was discussed. 
Hence the term"white" was not used to exclude any race at all. It was 
used simplx to distinguish black people from others, as it zvas used in 
Arkansas Statute Y8TV, which provide that All Person Not I ividly Af
rican shall be deemed to belong to "white race '. 

And again, the Constitution of Oklahoma Act of 1891 read as follow: 
Whenever in this Constitution and laws of this state, the words 

colored or colored persons, negro or negro race are used, the same shall 
be construed to mean to apply to all persons of African descent. The 
term "white" shall include all other persons. 

Under Michigan Constitution a person having less than one fourth 
African blood is white person. 

(In case People vs. Dean) 
14 Mich. 4-6. 426 

In Kentucky, a person having one fourth of African blood is white 
person. 

(In case Genty vs. McMinis) 
3 Dona (Ky) 382-385 

In Louisiana, if the proportion of African blood did not exceed one 
eighth, the person was deemed white. 

(In re Canville) 
6 Fed. 256, 258 

In Ohio, all persons in which white blood predominates or where it 
amounts to over one half are white persons. 

d) Monroe vs. Collis 
17 Ohio St. 665, 686 

(2) Anderson vs. Milikin 
9 Ohio St., 568. 569 

(3) Lane vs. Baker 
12 Ohio 237, 243 

( 4 )  Gray vs. State 
4 Ohio 353, 354 

( 5 )  William vs. Whitenwater 
6 Wright (Ohio 578, 579 

i n Maine, a person having but one sixteenth or one eighth of colored 
blood is a white person. 
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(In case Bailey vs. Fisha 
34 Ma. 77-78 

In Arkansas 
(In Case Du Val. Admr. Etc. vs. Johnson, 

39 Ark. 182, 192 
In this case, Circuit Judge J. FT. Rogers said "white" as used in 

legislation of the slave period meant person without mixture of colored 
blood (negro) whatever actual complexion might be. Thus the above 
citations will sufficiently prove that the term "White person" were used 
to include all persons other than black people. This is why many Jap
anese were already naturalized in the mainland. Therefore, as long as 
there is not a law against any Japanese from naturalization, all good 
Japanese who ivill do their best for the welfare of the United States 
ought to be admitted, being included within the term of "white person". 

Indeed, according to the modern color classification (see Century 
Dictionary Vol. 8 published in 1911) Japanese are now classed as one 
of the four white races, namely 

(1) American—Pale White 
(2) German—Florid or Rose 
( 3 )  I t a l i a n — B r o w n i s h  W h i t e  
(4) Chinese—Yellowish White 
As far as only color concern, Japanese are nearly same as Chinese 

on account of climate, so Japanese are now belong to one of four white 
race existing on this earth. Strictly, however, there is not an absolutely 
white person on this globe. 

Some modern ethnologists indeed, reject altogether the Caucasian or 
white. 

Ripley, for example, in his "The Race of Europe" asserted that there 
is no European or White Race, and that there are three great races to be 
found in Europe, one of which may have come from Africa etc. 

Topinard as quoted by Ripley, has said: "Race in the present state 
of thing is an abstract conception, a notion of continuity in discontinuity, 
of unity in diversity. It is the rehabitation of a real but directly in-
attainable thing. 

Since there is not an absolutely white person existing on this earth, 
all so called white persons must be, in fact, are more or less colored 
person. 

This is why modern ethologists made out four white races, and 
among one of these races, Japanese are now included. 

Plence until any special law be made against Japanese as it was made 
against Chinese, all good Japanese who will be faithful to the United 
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States ought to be admitted under the existing law. 
Considering carefully why the legislators paid more attention upon 

the quality of' the person to be admitted and term of residence, office 
holding, land holding, etc., and never paid any attention upon race classi
fication. and also judging from the fact that the people of the United 
States have always been calling themselves "Americans" discarding any 
race classification, we will naturally come to the conclusion that the na
turalization law was not based on any race classification and that the 
term "White" was not used to exclude any race, but it was simply used 
to distinguish black people from others, as it was used in Arkansas 
Statute and also in the Constitution of Oklahoma. 

I believe this is the true interpretation of the term "White" used in 
the naturalization law. 

8. There is not an absolutely white person nor ab
solutely yellow person existing on this earth. 

For there is not an absolutely white person, nor absolutely yellow 
person existing on this earth. The color of skin is controlled by climate. 
On account of climate in Hawaii, all people living here are becoming 
either darker or more brown than they were before they came here. It 
is an undeniable fact that if any Japanese go to the mainland and stay 
there a few years and come back to Honolulu, he will surely be much 
whiter than some of so called "Haole" or "White person" here. 

In his "The Jew" a study of race and environment, M. Fishbery 
says: it is an undeniable fact that the cast of countenance depend as 
much, probably more, on the social than on anthropological traits. More
over, the case of countenance change very casilv under a change of social 
environment. I have noticed such a rapid change among immigrants 
to the United States. 

This new physiognomy is best noted when some of these immigrants 
return to their native home, they radically differ in appearance from 
their compatriots who have not been in the United States. 

This fact offers excellent proof that the social elements in which a 
man moves exercise a profound influence on his physical features. We 
have seen that to-day the bulk of the Jews who have lived for centuries 
in Asia present predominently an Asian physical type. And European 
Jews are mostly of the anthropological type met with among European 
race. In conclusion he says "Anthlopologically the Jews are not a race. 

I his will also prove that there are not absolutely white persons or ab
solutely yellow persons. 
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The original color of skin and countenance of all human being 
change as they move from their native home to other climates. There
fore, any theory proposed by any ethnologist is not stable. Hence we 
can not always depend upon it. 

9. If the naturalization law he made depending up
on Any race classification, it can not be executed 
properly. 

A little over 12 years ago. Judge Lowell of Massachusetts said (In 
re Murarri January 8, '10) "To make naturalization depend upon race 
classification is to make an important result depend upon an application 
of any abandoned scientific theory a cause of preceeding which surely 
bring the law and its administration into disrepute." I believe what 
Judge Lowell said is absolutely right. 

It is an undeniable fact that the people of the United States are not 
all white persons. They are composed of all kinds of human beings. 
More than one tenth of the population of this Union are black race. 
In fact, almost all races can be found among the people of this great 
Republic. Hence zee can not justly classify the people of this Republic 
as either 'white race or as Mongolian etc. 

Indeed, not one ethnological name can be applied upon the people 
of this country so as to cover them all. 

Similarly Japanese arc composed of many races. In local language, 
in color of skin, in shape of face etc.; those who live in the southern 
part of Japan are entirely different from those living in central or north
ern part of Japan. Among Japanese we will find many Europeans na
turalized or born in Japan. We also find many other races. So we can 
not class them as either Malayan or Mongolian or Caucasians. Hence 
we can not apply just one ethnological name upon them, so as to cover 
them all. Those who live in central and northern part of Japan arc 
much whiter than some of so-called white person in Hawaii. Therefore, 
the term "White Person" can not justly be confined to Europeans or 
their descendants. Since Japanese are composed of many races having 
different tvpc and complexion, if all Japanese be classed as inn race Mongolian 

* ' ——— 
and if the United States makes naturalization law depending upon any 
race classification, the lazv can not be executed properly. For if a native 
Japanese of European descent come to America and apply for naturaliz
ation, any judge can not admit him nor refuse him without violating 
the law. Because if a judge admit him, he is admitting a Japanese 
whom careless Blumenbuch and others classed as Mongolian race. Hence 
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he is violating the law which provide that alien being free white persons 
and aliens of African nativity and persons of African descent shall be 
naturalized. If the judge refuse this Japanese of European descent, 
he is refusing white person. Hence he is also violating the law. 

Thus if the naturalization law he made depending upon the race 
classification, it cannot be executed properly. Now can we justify to 
suppose that the great founders of this great I nion were so carcdness 
as to have made the naturalization law depending upon race classification 
zvhicli they were discarding? For the honor of these great founders 
I dare deny such disgraceful supposition. Because the founders of the 
United States were more careful, more far-sighted and more broad-
minded men than we supposed now. It was Thomas Jefferson, one of 
the great founders, who wrote the famous Doctrine of Liberty and 
Equality which made all Japanese of today much happier than those of 
old day. It was careful Jefferson who disproved Buffon's theory on 
American Animals. Buffon was known as a great naturalist in France. 
He had a theory that animal degenerated in America. This theory was 
accepted by many. Yet, our noble Jefferson never believed it. So ob
taining the bones, skins and horns of some of large American animals 
such as moose and elk etc., presented them to Buffon who on examing 
them admitted that he would have reconstruct his theory on the subject 
of American animals. 

Why Buffon made such disgraceful mistake? Because he never came 
to America and study the animals here himself. Why Blumenbuch s 
and Cuvier's and other's theories on human being are discarded now ? 
Because without going out from Europe they tried to classify the people 
living in different climates. Now who dare say that thoughtful Thomas 
Jefferson, the writer of and profound believer of liberty and equality, 
and true lover of humanity, had signed his name on the bill known as 
the Act of 1802, with an idea to exclude all races except Caucasians? 
Any person, who say so is surely insulting our great founder. Judging 
carefully from what he had written in his messages to Congress in re
gard to the naturalization laze in 1801, and studying carefully his zvhole 
life we zvill naturally come to the conclusion that he never signed the 
naturalization lazo depending upon the race classification discarded 
already by his contemporaries. From the bottom of my heart, I defend 
the honor of this great Republic by declaring that the great founders of 
this great Union never made the Naturalization Lazo depending upon 
any race classifications zvhicli have hardly any merits. 

Now I believe I have sufficiently proved that the naturalization law 
was not based on any race classification; and that the term "Free white 
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person" was not used with an intention to exclude any race; and that 
the expression "Free white person" delivered from the term "free inha
bitants" with the meaning as an independent, industrious, good person 
who will live permanently in the United States; and that the term "free ' 
was used to exclude pauper, loafer, criminals, and the term "white" was 
used simply to distinguish black race from others; and that to make 
naturalization depend upon race classification is to make a important 
result depend upon the application of any abandoned scientific theory, a 
cause of preceeding surely bring the law and its administration into dis
repute; and that according to the modern race color classification, Jap
anese belong to one of four white race. 

10. The First Naturalization Law of 1790 contain
ing the term "Free White Person" was not 
based on Any Race classification. 

But now, 'with more firmer grounds, I am going to prove that the 
first naturalization law was not based on any race classification and that 
all decisions based on any race classification must fall to the grounds. 
f 1) Blumenbach's race classification was published during the Ame
rican Revolution, in 1781, in Germany, in the German language. But 
it was not translated into English in America until 1798. by Coldwel, and 
in London in 1807 by Elliotson. (Ref. Encyclopedia Britania Vol. Ill 
p. 841) Hence his classification was certainly not generally known or 
current in the United States in 1790, (ref. 213 Fed. 359) (2) No 
college or university taught anthlopology until after the middle of the 
nineteenth century. The first American institution in which systematic 
instruction in anthlopology was introduced was Harvard and Clark 
University in 1888 and \8S9. (Ref. Cyclopedia of Education Vol. II 
61.) (3) Neither college nor university taught French until 1783, 
German until 1825. At Harvard about this time (1783) the first sig
nificant change in colonial curriculum permitted those who were not 
preparing for the ministry to take French instead of Hebrew. But the 
modern languages were regarded with suspicion, both by the defenders 
of the classics and by the defenders of the orthodox religions'. 

In 1825 Charles Follen, a German scholar, became the first instructor 
in German, at Harvard College. Until the first decade of the nineteenth 
century, the influence of the German upon the American education did 
not become evident. (Ref. Cyc. Ed. Vol. II page 61; also the National 
Cyc. of Amer. Biography, Vol. VII, 289). (4) There were thirty (30) 
Senators and sixty-three (63) Congressmen in 1790. But all those who 
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went to college or university were graduated before 1780, as shown in 
the list of Senetors and Congressmen. All those who did not go to 
colleges or universities were either soldiers or self-educated lawyers. 
Only a few of them came from England, Scotland, and all the rest were 
born in United States. (Ref. The National Cyc. Anter. Bio. Vol. 1 to 13.) 

11. The Term Free White Person was not used to 
mean Caucasian. 

Thus the German language was not taught until long after 1800 A. 
D., and Anthlopology was not taught until very long after 1800; and 
Blumenbach's race classifications was not translated into English in 
America until 1798, until nine years after the first naturalization law 
was made, and until 1807 in England ; and all Senators and Congressmen 
who went to colleges or universities were graduated from their colleges 
before 1780, (that is befort Blumenbach's classification was published in 
1781) as shown in the list; and at the time his work was published in 
German, all Americans were very busy in fighting for their independence. 
Judging from the above stated facts zve arc nozv absolutely certain that 
neither Senators nor Congressmen knew nothing about Blumenbach's 
race classification at the time they zverc making the first naturalization 
lazvs of 1790; in zvhich the term "Free zvhite person" was first used and 
is still used in the law of to-day. Therefore, we are now absolutely cer
tain that the first naturalization law of 1790 zvas not based on any race 
classification, and the term "Free zvhite person" zvas not'used to mean 
Caucasian, and also it zvas not used to exclude any race. It zvas mainly 
used to exclude non-respectable white persons, in the same sense as the 
term "free inhabitant" zvas used in the Articles of Confederation to ex
clude paupers, vagabonds, and fugitives from justice. 

In the course of discussion in Congress of 1790, in regard to natural
ization, Madison says: 7hey would induce the worthy of mankind to 
come, the object being to increase wealth and strength of this country; 
those zvho weaken it arc not zvantcd. Roger Sherman said: Congress 
would not compel the state to receive emigrants likely chargeable. 

Now, us the term "the worthy of mankind" confined to Europeans 
or to the people of European descent? I do not believe so, for I have 
good reasons to prove it. General Benedict Arnold was of European 

escent o a good family, but he became a traitor. Hence he was a 
person not wanted. On the other hand Booker Washington was a poor 

ack slave and was of African descent: but he had done a great deal 
o good to the Cmted States, by uplifting the standard of his race, by 
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means of higher education. So he was now known to every country 
as a great educator. Hence he was the person wanted by our founders 
of this great republic. Dr. Takamine and Dr. Noguchi who are natives 
of Japan have contributed good services to medical world in America; 
so that they are respected by many of the people in the Eastern States. 
In the Eastern States we find many chargeable Europeans, but hardly 
any chargeable Japanese have been found in the United States. During 
the past seven years from a prominent company in this city, six dishonest 
men were discharged. Out of these, five were European, and only one 
was a Chinese. 

Judging from all these facts, we will naturally come to the conclu
sion that the term the "worthy of mankind" or not chargeable persons 
are not confined to Europeans or people of European descent. 1 he 
worthy of mankind is wanted by all nations; but in the law of 1790, the 
person wanted was expressed in the term "Free white person . So that 
the term "Free white person" must mean the WORTHY OF MAN
KIND, or not Chargeable persons. 

Any person who is accustomed to swear, always uses these words 
without any serious meaning to them. There are some who are accus
tomed to say "Jesus Christ, what is the matter with you?". But the 
term Jesus Christ used here, is not used to mean Our Saviour Jesus 
Christ. Without any meaning it is used in order to help the expression 
coming after, viz., what is the matter with you. And again, any lady, 
who is accustomed to buy white shelled eggs all the time may say at a 
store. "Give me white eggs", because she is accustomed to say so. But 
in most cases, any person who wants fresh eggs for eating does not care 
whether the eggs are white or not. They only want eggs of good quality. 
If a person wants white eggs in order to hatch white chickens, he will 
or must mention the name of breed lie wants, for white hens do not 
always lay white eggs. It is true that white leghorns lay white eggs all 
the time, but white oppingtons lay light brown eggs. On the other 
hand, a black minorcha hen always lays white eggs. 

12. If the Congress of 1790 wanted only European 
race, it would have stated so in the law. 

Therefore in order to get white chickens, the person must state the 
name of the breed he xuants, for the color of the egg docs not indicate 
breed. 

Similarly if the Congress of 1790 ivanted only European races, it 
would have stated so in the law. But 'when we read the Congressional 
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7? A nf 1790 w\ W ftnd that "° mCC q"CSt,°" b'0"*ht "p: L ~ Record of !/ /n, gf  tmnkmd to come, that ,s. men who 
gislators wanted ^ ^ fJ& country. Hence, of three 
would do their hcs ,f .. Mitin" word -free" which indicates 
words. "Free white person , co,^{deration than the word white 
the duality of the person. W|| t&ct. we can safe ly  infer  

which  designates the fo oi o • distinguish black people from 

£- - -• - 4 
in the Constitution of Oklahoma 1891. 

Blumenbach race classification had hardly any 13. 
Merit. 

WITH REGARD TO BLUM11XBACH. Blumenbach was a Ger
man who never came to America, nor went to China or Japan, m fact, 
he never went out of Europe. Hence he did not know the people living 
in the distant lands. His work largely depended upon persons; brou h 
before him. So that his work can hardly be depended upon. In re Do 
312 Fed 357, District Judge Smith says: " 1 he scientific com usioi 
scholars of the present day is that the inhabitant of the Caucasians^ 
to be classed with the Mongolian races and not the Europe , 
Blumenbach derived his term from a skull more likely to have bee, 
Mongolian than European, or it may be that the sku o son c 
or captive in the Caucasus. Thus BlumefibaclTs classification^hardly 
any merit at the present day. Ref. 174 bed. 835 also rp ey 

of Europe.) 

14. To apply the Chinese prohibition law—upon 
any Japanese is absolutely unjust. 

WITH REGARD TO CHINESE PROHIBIT ION LAW OF 1882. 

To apply the Chinese prohibition law of 1882 upon any Japanese i ' ^ 
questionably unjust, for the following reasons: I he Act of Congre 
May 6. 1882 says—Hereafter no state court or court of theUm 

States shall admit Chinese to citizenship, And again the treaty o 
cemher of 1894 between the United States and the Empire o ^ 
states:—In pursuance of Article 3 of the immigration treaty betweer ^ 
United States and China signed at Peking on the Seventeenth a)' 
November 1880, it is hereby understood and agreed that Chinese a^ 
ers or Chinese of any other class either ermanently or temporan y r 
ing in the United States, shall have, for the protection of their perso 
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property, all rights that are given by the law of the United States to 
citizens of the most favored nation, excetp the right to become a natur
alized citizen. 

Now any person, who can read the law and the treaty of 1894 stated 
above, will easily understand that the law of 1882 was made against the 
Chinese "only", not against any other nations. Of course, if Japan had 
been, or has been, or is under the protection of or under the rule of the 
Chinese Empire ( now called the Chinese Republic) as Korea is to Japan 
at the present time, the Act of 1882 will justly be applied upon any 
Japanese subjects. But any person who has read the history of Japan 
will know that the Japanese Empire has never been conquered by any 
nation for the past twenty-five hundred years. Hence to apply the law 
made against Chinese upon any Japanese is absolutely unjust. And I 
have no doubt that every true Christian and every true American will 
agree with me. 

Conclusion 

Now from all sources 1 have clearly proven that the naturalization law 
was not based on any race classification; (1) and that the term "Free 
White Person" used in the laiv of 1790, ivas not used to mean any Cau
casian; (2) and that the words "Free White Person" was used to ex
clude non-respectable person, such as slave, pauper, vagabond, and cii-
minals from law; (3) and that the word "white" was simply used to dis
tinguish black people from others as it zvas used in the Statutes of Ark
ansas and also in the Constitution of Oklahoma or as Circuit Judge J. Id. 
Roger said, "White as used in legislation of slave period meant persons 
without mixture of colored black (.Xegro);" (5) and that J am more 
qualified than required by the law; (5) and since I am a Japanese I am 
not Negro or black; (7) I am undoubtedly included with other persons 
who an- called FREE WHITE PERSON; (8) and I have been living 
continuously in the United States for over twenty-eight years, and ever 
since I received my declaration of intention paper, faithfully attaching 
to.my oath for nearly twenty years I have been living like an American 
trying my best in qualifying myself to become a good useful citizen of 
the United States, so that I sincerely hope that my petition for naturali
zation shall be accepted. 

Doctor N. Gordon Munrb, the greatest authority on Japanese eth
nology, with Doctor Bally's work as a basis, has had much new material, 
which has been recently brought to light, on which to base his conclu
sions, including the work of Gowlancl, Tsuboi, Baron Kanda, Aston, 
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Torii, Takahashi and Wada, and has recently been giving a series of 
lectures on prehistoric and protohistoric Japan before the Asiatic Society 
of Japan. One of these, on "The Yamato Dolmen Age," delivered at 
Keio University on March 21, 1917, we will quote at considerable length. 
It is necessary to premise what Doctor Munro assumes, and which is 
a fact of comparatively recent scientific development, that the present 
Japan has two root people, the more northerly Ainu and the more south
erly Yamato folk. It is generally conceded that the Ainu are of the 
white race and allied to the European people. Doctor Munro deals in 
this paper with the Yamato, saying: 

"In respect to the personal investigation I have some justification 
in the knowledge that the demonstration of Ainu culture in the shell-
mounds of Honshu and Kyushu and of Yamato remains in shellntounds 
and stone age sites of the South is pioneer work, far fram complete, 
but establishing the Ainu as aborigines and the Yamato root-folk as 
having also a birthright, if not as the prior autochthones of Japan. 
He then goes on to say: 

" at the risk of again overcrowding material I shall 
first show some representative pictures of material preserved in and by 
association with the sepulchres of the Yamato and shall follow this with 
illustrations of these sepulchres themselves. I shall then present some 
evidence of similar sepulchres and of magalithic monuments in Europe 
with a rough sketch map showing their prevalence in the Mediterranean 
area and through the Eurasiatic continent " 
finding the immediate source of this culture in 

"Korea, the proximate habitat of the Yamato invasion and immigra
tion. From thence in all probability, came the virile forces of the iron 
wielding 'horseback domination' which ultimately united with the agri
cultural pre-\ aniato folk of Kyushu and possibly around the Inland 
Sea." 
where he thinks these people may have lived for a considerable time 
before invading Japan. 

After referring to prototypes in Europe, in Egypt, in Greece and 
around the Mediterranean generally, he says: 

"We must, however, leave such parallels in culture and I can steal 
only one minute from our remaining time to point out the course of the 
ancient Japanese concept the Mitsudomoe, which is here shown and 
which from these examples may be traced into China and thence into 
Babylonian culture and that of the Mediterranean prehistoric civiliza
tion, where it is found on the spindle weights of Troy. It was also 
familiar as the anthropomorphic concept in the sun in almost every 
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land (Egypt perhaps excepted) conventialised from the biped concept 
as a sign of mankind. ' 
and atier describing the sepulchres themselves, and discussing whether 
there was any contact with China, he concludes: 

"But ii is not necessary to suppose that this 'Horse-back domination' 
ever came into close contact with the Chinese before settling in Korea 

Put kre i i? d°lme" °rig:inate? That is likewise uncertain 
Japan Thai d°lm?*Afisted at a date lo»S interior to those in 
Japan 1 hat was m North Africa and in Europe, where dolmens con-

i relics ot the later stone age and the early metal phases of copper 
and bronze, but rarely the least trace of iron. In Japan, on the otllr 

and mere are °f lhe ,ro» age,with vestiges of the bronze period 
< d mere traces of a stone age in conventional offerings " 
and says there is something maritime in the location of the people of 
a led culture, and tracing this course he continues: 

" I his culture did not spread into Egypt, though there are two patches 
on the Nile, but ,t is found in Syria and Palestine round the Black Sea 
and between it and the Caspian, in the Caucuses and southern Russia 
w lence it spread mto Siberia in a mitigated form. It also entered 
Arabia Madagascar and Persia, while in southern and central southern 
India it was established on an immense scale. Whether it reached India 
by sea or land is not yet certain, but traces at least are known in onrthern 
India and it has been followed into Burmah." 
after which he still further concludes that it is maritime, referring inci
dentally to the remains on the Island of Ponape, described bv Christian 
in his book on the Carolines, and says: 

, . 'rf We note the similarity of special designs and con-
ilvalues between East and W est in prehistoric times, we have I think 

good ground for the belief that the dolmen culture of Japan was rooted 
m the Mediterranean area. It is a far cry from Japan to this area or 
to the region of the five seas, and it may be premature yet to insist on 
any limited area for the provenance of the Caucasian element in the 
Japanese people. 

"Whether there was any connection between the Yamato root-folk 
in Kyushu and the infiltration of European stock into the Pacific which 
resulted in the so-called Polynesian race, is another problem which is 
not yet ripe for solution. Any such connection must have been at a 
very remote age " 
and in conclusion says: 

"My opinion is that the Yamato root-folk of Kyushu and the present 
J olynesian people diverged from an Indonesian or other stock of Eu-
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ropean affinities in the very early stage of the neotithic or polished 
stone age, possibly in later palaeolithic times. 

"The Korean contribution to the Yamato probably came not only 
from the southern coast of Asia and the islands near to it. but also 
through Manchuria, possibly migrating in part from the Caspian sea, 
and keepingnorth of the fortieth parallel. Otherwise it seems to me that 
this migration through Asia must have occurred before the Chinese 
civilization had concentrated south of that latitude. I do not doubt that 
some Mongolian element had penetrated the islands to the south of Japan 
in ancient times; indeed. I have evidence of it. But I think this element 
was inconsiderable and that we must look to the soldiery and the agricul
tural serfs in the Korean immigration for the Mongolian component 
persisting in Japan. That this ingredient is present admits of no ques
tion, but that is a very different thing from the assertion that the Japanese 
are not predominantly Mongolian. Physical anthropology teaches us 
that the Japanese, as we ourselves, are a mixture, a conglomeration of 
characters of primitive as well as of advanced mankind. If I have been 
at all successful in demonstrating this in my first lecture; if we have 
come to the conclusion that the Ainu are, if themselves mixed with other 
characters, an early European stock, that they have mingled to some 
extent with the \ amato stock, considerably in the South and noticeably 
in the North; it the considerations which I have just brought forward 
with regaul to the European proveance of Yamato culture have any 
validity in conjunction with the decided evidence of European traits in 
the physique of the modern Japanese, we cannot resist the conclusion 
that the word Mongolian is not a fit designation for the people of this 
land." 

THE JAPANESE ARE ASSIMILABLE 

1 he debates in Congress and the literary controversies embodied i 
any oo s an articles on the Japanese question reduce the objectio 

r t0 the Claim that they are "non-assimilable. 
- ia or I helan. p. 284: Senator Works, p. 228.) This means ths 

selves fn^ t t lCm Md UUdeSirable for to ^ve them adapt then; 
policv for I'"1 p"'. ThiS 15 & reVCTSal »f traditional nation; 
- v'" Fi"m0re Wh° Sem C«tore Perry t 

open ui) £iTeSe P° 1Cy' WWch S0Ught to prevent assimilation, an zwsmx* r-fr ti" -«id« »f pm 
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"There shall be a perfect, permanent, and universal peace and a sin
cere and cordial amity between the United States of America on the 
one part, and the Empire of Japan on the other, and between their people 
respectively, without exception of persons and places." 

Having given Japan the bread of western civilization, shall the Jap
anese be forbidden to eat it ? In view of the last sixty years, the charge 
is ridiculous. In what respect are they non-assimilable? Do they not 
have high ideals of honor, of duty, of patriotism, of family life, of 
we do? The dignity of manhood is held up by the Declaration of 
religion and of social duty, and do they not adhere to these better than 
Independence as the highest ideal of Americanism. How about our 
treatment of the black man in the south, or the Oriental in the west? 
In art and literature, the criticism of the Japanese today is of the aban
donment of their ideas, and too easy adaptation of western methods. 
In religion, Buddhism and Shintoism have been infused from some 
source so strongly with Christian ideals that their followers do not see 
the contrasting splendor of the Christian faith as strongly as awakened 
Korea does. Of course, they have a race prejudice, but nothing com
pared with that of the Jew. whom we gladly welcome and protect even 
in foreign lands, who sits in the halls of Congress, in our highest courts, 
amongst our executives, in the marts of trade. Naturally, a Japanese 
prefers to marry a Japanese, not only on account of race prejudice, 
but for other obvious reasons; but they do intermarry with whites, and 
the almost uniform testimony is that they have happy families and vigor
ous progeny, preeminently American. Section 2169 authorise the 
naturalization of black men, but half the States forbid marriage between 
whites and blacks. 

We would hardly require the Japanese to assimilate our manners, 
for their manners, particularly those of the women, are superior to our 
own. If, as seems true, the only argument against the fitness of the 
lapanese for anturalization is their non-assimilability, the argument is 
ended, for it is preposterous to claim that a nation which has shown 
itself to have the greatest capacity for adaptation, against whom the 
severest criticism is that they are imitators, is not capable of adapting 

itself to our civilization. 
It cannot be said that the Japanese do not come to make a home, 

or that they have not that earth hunger which led our ancestors to cross 
the sea. The earth hunger of the Japanese and the wish to make a home 
is the objection of California. It cannot be said that lie lowers the 
standard of living. The "drastic investigation" authorized by the Cali
fornia legislature of 1909 found that the Japanese employed by white 



farmers were paid as much as white laborers, and that the Japanese paid 
more than the white man. 

Race prejudice will always exist. It is innocuous in Hawaii, where 
the variety of race prejudices renders any dominant race prejudice im
possible. 

Finally, the change in the last fifty years in the habits, attitude to
wards the world, and the Constitution of Japan is a sufficient answer. 

The story of the Japanese in Hawaii is significant. They are esti
mated to comprise 97.000 out of a population of 228,771. exclusive of 
the army and navy (Report of the Governor of Hawaii to the Secreary 
of the Interior, 1916, p. 4), or 42.5 per cent. 

In business, the report shows that out of 1780 independent houses 
of business in Honolulu the Japanese have 754; while in Hilo , out of 
398, they have 248, or 1002 out of 2178, 46 per cent—slightly higher 
than the porportion of population. 

The Japanese have the lowest percentage of convictions of crime in 
proportion to population, namely, 2.39 per cent, excepting the whites 
(including the Portugutse), who have 2.26 per cent. Excluding the 
Portuguese, the whites would have a higher percentage (p. 74.) ; and 
the Japanese convictions are chiefly, like the Chinese, for gambling. 
I bus, the Japanese, although having 42.5 per cent of the population, / 
have but 13.31 per cent of the prisoners, less than a third in proportion 
(p. 77.). Of the delinquent and dependent boys and girls brought be
fore the Juvenile Court, there were only 54 Japanese, or 9 per cent, 
whereas the proportion of population is 42.5 per cent. If convictions 
for gambling are eliminated (see report of the Chief Justice to the legis
lature), there are 1794 convictions of whites (including Portuguese), 
with an estimated population of 35,322, to 1686 convictions of Japanese. 
In otliet words, (gambling aside) there are three white convictions to 
one Japanese, in ratio to population. 

Much has been said about the picture brides and divorces, but from 
the records of the Circuit Courts of Hawaii, in the same report of the 
Chief Justice, it appears that in 1916, 379 divorces were garnted in the 

erritory, 193 of which were Japanese, but 8 per cent larger than the 
percentage to population? This result should be surprising to one who 

method W'*'1 ''16 CarC gj 1 's ')estowecl on marriage by that 

Mr M. M. Scott, for thirty-five years head of the High School in 
Honolulu and known to every student of the Japanese, says of their 
racial origin and assimilability, in a memorandum summing up what he 
has published at various times: 
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1 lie Japanese people are classed as Mongolians by those who know 
a so utely nothing about physical anthropology. Those physical anthro-
po ogists that have studied bodily characters of the Japanese, all agree 
t tat they do not belong to the Mongolian race, whose main habitation 
is m Central Asia. Kaempfer, Titsignh, Von Rein. Morse and Ba
chelor. who were all skilled anthropologists, feel sure that whatever 
mixture there may he in their racial stock, Mongolian blood is not the 
predominant, nor even a large element in the Japanese. Not one of 
them would he rash enough to say what element of blood is the predomi
nant one. 1 he Japanese are a very mixed race, as any one may may 
O serve who travels from the extreme north to the extreme south of 
their elongated Empire. 

"I have been acquainted with |e Japanese people for forty-five 
> ears. was, by invitation of the Japanese government, for ten years 

om 1 / ,n their service m establishing a system of elementary schools 
throughout the country. In no one physical character do the Japanese 
people correspond to a like physical character of the true Mongolian 
• either m color-of skm, nor pigment, nor stature, nor in measurement 
of limbs, above all. in cephalic index,' the surest character to determine 
race, tan the Japanese he called Mongolian. 

"First as to color of skin. In certain parts of japan, regarded by 
white than yellow or brown. In the town of Sendai, in the north of the 
mam island, the skm of the children and the women not in the fields 
t leir own ethnologists, the skin and pigment therein are more nearly 
would be taken by strangers, as belonging to the white race, rather than 
to any of the classified colored races. Likewise in the typical Japanese 
city of Kyoto, those not exposed to the heat of the summer sun are par-
lcularly white-skmned. They are whiter than the average Italian. 

Spaniard or Portuguese. 

"As before mentioned, the one character regarded by all anthropo-
ogists as the main one, is the 'cephalic index.' Now, the 'cephalic in-

c ex of the average Japanese corresponds more nearly with the Central 
European skull than it does with Chinese or Mongolian. The 'cephalic 
index is from eighty to eighty-two, about the same as the great Germa
nic race I he modern anthropologist, Ratzal. regarded the world over 
<is one of the most distinguished on this subject, agrees with the earlier 
writers mentioned in the foregoing part of this sketch. As to the pos
sibility of assimilation to American standards of governments and all 
other things American, I regard the Japanese as one of the most assi
milable of all the races of man, or what is known in the United States 
as the New Immigration.' Truth to tell, since the Japanese have be-
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come a settled people, ethnically homogeneous, they have been assimilat
ing everything they were shown from other nations. For a thousand 
tears, with no intercommunication, except slight ingress and egress 
with China and Korea, they borrowed from China and Korea letters, 
literature and the art of porcelain making. They have improved by 
their peculiar genius 011 everything they borrowed from these two places. 

"Since the opening of Japan by Commodore Perry in 1854. treaties 
and communications with Western Nations have enabled the Japanese 

to assimilate science, industries, commerce, and politics with a rapidity 
that no other nation has even shown. Their students are great admirers 
of American governmental forms, and even social forms. There is an 
immense body of men today in Japan urging a democratic and constitu
tional government 011 the model of that of the United States. There 
is n oquestion but in a brief time their forms of government will be as 
liberal and democratic as those of England and the United States. They 
are immensely loyal—loyal to family and loyal to properly constituted 
government. Those Japanese born and nurtured in Hawaii are as much 
American as the children of the descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers 
and I measure my words in so doing, with nearly a half century of study 
that came to this country to Christianize the Hawaiians. Let me repeat, 
and association with the Japanese, that I am persuaded that they will 
make as loyal and patriotic American citizens as any that we have." 
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THE UNITED STATES SENATORS 

1789-91 

Na 

Adams, John 

Basset. Richard 

Butler, Pierce 

Corroll. Charles 

Dalton, T. 

Dickinson, P. 

Ellsworth, O. 

Elnter, Jonathan 

Fen, William 

Foster, Theo. 

Gunn, James 

Grayson, Wm. 

Hawkins, Benj. 

Henry John 

Izard, Ralph 

Johnson, Wm. 

Johnston, S. 

King, Rufus 

Langdon, John 

Lee, Richard H. 

Maclay, Wm. 

Monroe, James 

Morris, Robert 

Paterson, Wm. 

Read, Geo. 

Statton, Joseph 

Strong, C. 

Walker, John 

Wingate, Paine 

Elected Birth Date of College Date c 
Place Place Birth or Edu. i Gradua 

Pres. Mass. 1735 Harvard 1755 

S. C. Ireland 1744 Brit. Army 
Md. Md. 1737 France 
Mass. Mass. 1738 Harvard 1755 
N. Y. Md. 1739 Law Ed. 
Conn. Conn. 1745 Yale 1766 
N. J. Penn. 1745 Pen. U. 1771 
Ga. Md. 1748 Self. Ed. 
R. I. Mass. 1752 Brown's 1770 
Ga. Vir. 1739 Conn. 1774 
Va. Va. 1736 Oxford 
N. C. N. C. 1754 Princeton 1776 
Md. Md. 1750 « 1769 
S. C. Eng. 1742 Cambridge 
s. c. S. C. 1727 Yale 1744 
N. C. Scotland 1733 Columbia 1767 
N. Y. Md. 1755 Harvard 1777 
N. H. N. H. 1741 Gram. Sell. 
Va. Eng. 1732 Wakefield 
Pa. 1737 Lawyers Ed. 
Va. 1758 Wm., Marys 1776 
Pa. 1734 
N Y. 1745 Princeton 176 
Del. " 1733 New Rochell 
R. I. 1739 Served in F & I War 
Mass. " 1745 Harvard 1764 
Va. 1744 Good Ed. 
N. 1-1. " 1739 Harvard 1759 
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THE NAMES OF THE FIRST CONGRESSMEN 

1789-91 

Name 

smith, Wm, 
smith, W m. 
Steele, J no. 
Stone, M. J. 
Sturges, J. 
Smiter, Thos. 
Sylvester, P. 
Thacker, G. 
Trunchull. J 
Gilman, N. 
Goodhue, B. 
Griffin, S. 
Grant, J. 
Hartley, Thos. 
Hathons, J. 
Heister. D. 
Hugar. D. 
Huntington, B. 
Jackson, J. 
Lawrence, J. 
Lee. R. B. 
Leonard, G. 
Livemorc, S. 
Madison, J. 
Mathews, G. 
Moor, A. 
Muhlenburg, J. P. 
Muhlcnburg, F. A. 
Ames, Fisher 
Ashe, John R. 
Benson, Egbert 
Bland, Theo. 
Baldwin. A. 
Dl/srt/l c urnrtll 

Elected 
Place 

Md. 
S. S. 
N. C. 
Md. 
Conn. 
S. C. 
N. Y. 
Mass. 
Conn. 
N. H. 
Miss. 
Va. 
Mass. 
Penn. 
N. Y. 
Penn. 
S. C. 

Birth 
Place 

Mass. 

Va. 

Me. 

N. H. 
Mass. 

Date of College Date of 
Birth or Edu. Graduate 

1758 Law in Eng. 
1762 Minor College 

1747 
1740 
1734 

1754 
1740 
1755 
1748 

1748 

Law 
Yale-
Soldier 

Harvard 

Army 
Harvard 

Soldier 

1759 

1776 
1759 

1766 

Conn. " Law 

Ga. Eng. 1757 1772 Soldier 

N. Y. " 

Va. " 

Mass. " 

N. H. 1732 Princeton 1752 

Va. " 1751 " 

Ga. N. Y. 1755 

Va. " 1752 Law 1774 

Penn. " 1746 Soldier 

Penn. " 1750 

Mass. Mass. 1758 Harvard 

N. C. 1720 Soldier 

N. Y. 1746 Kings Col. 1765 

Va. 1742 Edinburgh 1774 

Ga. 1754 Yale 1774 

N r 1756 (No Opp.) 
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THE NAMES OF THE FIRST CONGRESSMEN 

1789-91 

Nam a 

Bourne, B. 
Boudinot, E. 
Brown, John 
Burke, J. 
Cadwalader. L. 
Carrol, D 
Clymer, G. 
Floyd, W. 
Foster, A. 
Gale, George 
Gerry, Elbridge 
Gile, W. H. 
Page, John 
Parker, Josiah 
Portrige, Geo. 
Schuman, James 
Scott, Thomas 
Sedwich, Theo. 
Seney, Joshua 
Sevier, John 
Sharman, R. 
Sinnickson, T. 
Tucker, T, T. 
Van Rensselaer, 
Winning, John 
Wadsworh, J. 
White, Alex. 
Williamson, Hugh 
Wynkoof, Henry 

Elected 
Place 

Birth 
Place 

Date of 
Birth 

College Date of 
or Edit. Graduate 

R. T. 
tt 1755 Harvard 1775 

N. J. 
Va. 

Phil. 1740 Common School 
N. J. 
Va. 

« 1757 Wash. Col., Princeton 

S, C. " 

N. J. 
Sid. 

» 1743 Soldier N. J. 
Sid. 

tt 1756 Classical Ed. 

Penn. 
tt 1739 Soldier 

N. Y. " 1734 Soldier 

N. H. Mass. 1735 Harvard 1756 

N. H. " Founder of Oneida Ins. 

Mass, " 1744 Harvard 

Va. tt 1762 Sidney Col., Princeton 

Va. " 1744 Wm. & Mary's 

Va. •• 1744 Wm. & Mary's 

Mass. " 1740 Harvard 1765 

Penn. tt 1757 N. J. 1775 

Penn. " 

Mass. Conn. 1746 Yale 1765 

Md. " 

N. C. « Fredericksburg 1745 

Conn. Mass. 1721 Self Edu. 

N. J. " Classical Ed. 

S. C. 1745 Edinburg 

K. K. N. Y. 1763 Yale Col. 

De. Del. 1758 Well Edu. 

Conn. 1743 Soldier 

Va. 1738 Fair Edu. 

N. C. 1735 C. of Phil. 1757 

Penn. Pa. 1737 Classical Edu. 
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